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A TYPE III FACTOR WITH CORE ISOMORPHIC TO THE
VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA OF A FREE GROUP, TENSOR B{H).
X

FLORIN RADULESCU

In this paper we obtain a type III\ factor by using the free product construction
from [Vol,Vo2] and show that its core ([Co]) is £(^00) ® B(H). We will prove that

M2(C)*L°°([0,l],u)
is a type III\ factor if M2(C) is endowed with a nontracial state. Moreover we
will show that the core ([Co]) of this type III\ factor (when tensorized by B(H)) is
£(-foo) ® B(H) and we will give an explicit model for the associated (trace scaling)
action of Z on the core (cf. [Co], [Ta]). Here B(H) is the space of all linear bounded
operators on a separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert space H.
Recall from [Vol], that a family (A,)i^i of subalgebras in a von Neumann algebra
M with state <f>, is free with respect to <f> if <f>(aia2...CLk) = 0 whenever
<l>{ai) = 0,a, e Ajni

= l,2,...fc,J! ^ j2,...j*-i T^ifc-

Reciprocally given a family (Aj,^j),z 6 / of von Neumann algebras with faithful
normal states
, one may construct (see[Vol]) the (reduced) free product von Neu
mann algebra
which contains A^i € I and has a faithful normal state <f> so that
<^U, = <f>i and so that the algebras (Ai)i^j are free with respect to <j>.
The aim of this paper is to show the following result.
Theorem. Let £ — M2(C) * L°°([0,1], v) be endowed with the free product state </>
where M2(C) is endowed with the state <f>o which is subject to the condition
^o(cii)/^o(c22) = A € (0,1) and 6(e12) = <t>(e2i) = 0,
while L°°([0,1], u) has the state given by Lebesgue measure on [0,1].
With these
hypothesis, M2(C) * £°°([0,1], v) is a type III\ factor and its core is isomorphic to
£>{Foo) <g) B(H).
In the proof of the theorem we will also obtain a model for the core of £®B(H)
and
for the corresponding (dual) action on the core, of the modular group of the weight
(j>®tr (tr is the canonical semifinite trace on B(H) ) . This model will be a submodel
of the one parameter action of R + / { 0 } on £(Foo) (8) B(H) ,that we have constructed
in [Ra].
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The model. Model for the core of (M2(C) * £°°([0,1], i/)) <g> B(H) and of the cor
responding dual action on the core for the modular group of automorphism for the
weight (f>®tr:
Let AQ be the subalgebra in the algebraic free product

L°°(R)*(C[X]*C[r])
generated by {pXp,pYp,p\ p finite projection in £ ° ° ( R ) } where L°°(R)
with the Lebesgue measure.

is endowed

Let r be the unique trace on Ao defined by the requirement that the restriction
Tp to the algebra generated in pAp by pXp,pYp,pL°°(R)
is subject to the following
conditions:
(i) The three algebras generated respectively by pXp, pYp, pL°°(R) are free with
respect to rp
(ii) r{p)~lf2pXp^r{p)~1f2pYp
are semicircular (with respect rp)(see [Vol] for the
definition of a semicircular element).
Such a construction is possible because of the Theorem 1 in [Ra].
Assume that pXp, pYp are selfadjoint and let A be the weak completion of Ao in
the G.N.S. representation for r. Then (cf. [Ra]), A is a type 11^ factor isomorphic
to C(Foo) (& B(H) and the trace r extends to a semifinite normal trace on A (which
we also denote by r ) .
Recall (by [Ra]) that in this case, there exists a one parameter group of auto
morphism (<*t)teiR+\{o} on A, scaling trace by t, for each t £ R+ \ { 0 } , which is
induced by dt * Mt on L°°(R) * (C[X] * [Y]) where dt is dilation by t on L°°(R), while
Mt(X) = t^^X; Mt(Y) = t-xl2Y, t > 0.
Let B the von Neumann subalgebra of A generated by

qn = X|un-1, $n|, n E Z,
the characteristic functions of the intervals [An J, An] and by the following subsets of
A:

X = {qnXqm\n,m
Y =
Clearly B is invariant under {a\n}nez
C(FoJ) ® B(H). Let f3n = aXn \B.

£ Z , \n — m\ < 1},
{qnYqn\neZ}.
and by Lemma 3 in [Ra], B is isomorphic to

Let V = B x p Z be the cross product of B by the action Z given by /?. Then
by [Co], V is a type III\ factor. Let u £ V be the unitary implementing the cross
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product. Moreover let xj) be the normal semifinite faithful weight on T> obtained as
the composition expectation from V onto B.
We will prove that /?, with the action of Z given by (fin)nez is isomorphic to
the core of £ ® B(H), with the dual action (on the core) for the modular group
of automorphisms of the weight </> ® tr on £ ® B(H). Our main result will be a
consequence of the following proposition:

Proposition.
Let £ be the von Neumann algebra free product M2(C)*L°°([0,1], v), with the free
product state </> = <f>o * v, where M2(C) = (eij)fJ=1 is endowed with the normalized
state (j>Q with <f>{e\\)/</>(€22) = A and (^(eu) = ^(^21) = 0. Then, with the above
notation £ is isomorphic to (qQ + ^1)^(^0 + <7i)Moreover the state <j> on £ is (via this identification) the (normalized) restriction
of xj) to (q0 + qi)T>(q0 + qi).
(Here V = B
Z, where B is the von Neumann subalgebra in A generated by
X = {qnXqm\n,m G Z, \n — m\ < 1 } , Y = { ^ n ^ n | ^ € Z } and the characteristic
functions qn = X[\n-1J\n]in € Z , gn G I/°°(R) C A. Moreover /3n = a\n,n G Z . )
Recall from above that the von Neumann algebra A is a type J/QO factor isomorphic
to £(Foo) ® B(H) and A is generated by
{pXp, pYp, p\ p finite projection in L°°(R)}.
Here at, t > 0 acts as dilation by t on X°°(R) and multiplies X , Y by t~xl2. The trace
on A is subject to the above conditions (i), (ii) and it is scaled by the automorphisms
OLUt > 0.

This proposition will be a consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1.
With A,B,V,tl),r

and u as before let
en = qiu = uq0; en =tfo;^22 = qi

Let a = x + y, where
x = (qo + qi)X(q0 + qi) - qoXq0
y = qoYqoThen M2(C) — {eij)] =1 is free with respect to
</>! = (il>(qo + qi)) 4>\(qo+qi)V(qo+qi),
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to the semicircular element a, in the algebra (go + <Zi)^(<?o + qi) with unit qo + q\.
Proof. We have to check freeness, which means that the value of
on certain
monomials in a,u,enye22 is null. Since by definition ,
vanishes the monomials
containing a different number of u 's and u* 's, we have only to check this if the
number of occurrences for u is equal to the one for u*.
Let pn = qn + qn+i = X[Aw-l,A»»+1]Using the fact that u implements /?i on V it follows that we only have to check
ibi(m) = 0 if
•TO =Po/lîti/2Çt2/3...«in/n+lPO
where the following conditions are fulfilled:
(a)

is either ij or ij ± 1.

(b) Card {s\ij = s,j = 1,2, ...,n} is even for every s.
(c) fk is a product
/i*af.../£-i<-i/£,

nk>l

where / * , s = l,2,3...n*,isan element of null value under the state ^ 1 in the algebra
generated by OLJ{O) while aks is an element of null trace in the algebra generated by
qj,qj+i' Here j is an integer which is completely determined, for each k. If
^ ik+i
then j is the minimum of the ik and
If
= i*.f 1 then j is either
i f i ^ - i < ik
or either
— 1 if ik-i > ikTo see that those are all the monomials of null state that may appear in the algebra
generated by M2(C) and a it is sufficient to note that any string
/ 1 ^21 / 2 ^ 2 1 . ../pe2i/p+iei2/|>+2ei2... 612/2?+1 =
=

fi(qiu)f2qiu..jpqiufp+1(u*q1)...(u*qi)f2p+1,

after cancelation, is equal to
fi(qiu)f2-.'qiufpq1/31(fp^1)q1fp^2(u*q1)...(u:¥q1)f2p+1

=

=/l(gitO/2--.010l(/p)02/W^q2a1(fp+2)q1··(u*q1)f2p+1=
= /lÇl«l(/2)92...^p-l(/p)9p/?p(/p+lkp/?p-l(/p+2)...Çl/2p+l
and similarly for a string in which each q\u is replaced by u*qi and conversely.
Here the fi 's are products of the form f\Q>\f2Q>2--fn where / j are elements of null
trace in the algebra generated by a = (qo + q\)a(g0 + <Zi), while a*- are elements of null
trace in the algebra generated by #o?<7i206
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The monomials in the algebra generated by M2(C) and a that are to be checked
for having zero value under x\)\ are obtained by replacing certain fj by other strings
of this form, or by putting together such strings.
To show that the value of x\)\ (ra) is zero we will use the following observation which
is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 in [Vo2]. This observation will be used to replace the
elements / 1 , / n + 1 in the monomial ra by elements of null trace.
Observation. Let B be a W* -algebra with trace r, let X be a semicircular element
and p a nontrivial projection that is free with X. Then any element of null trace in
the algebra (with unit p) generated by pXp is a sum of monomials which are products
either of elements of null trace in the algebra generated by pXp or either of the form
p — r(p), but no such monomial is p — r(p) itself.
Proof. Indeed if x is such an element then pxp =
and moreover any other such
monomial, which is different from p — r(p), when multiplied with p, preserves the
property of having null trace.
On the other hand
r(p(p - r(p))) = 1 - r(p) ^ 0.
This ends the proof of the observation.

To conclude the proof of Lemma 1 we let p a projection which is greater than the
supremum of all the projections {qi\i 6 Im} that are involved in ra.
We may then assume by construction that we are given a finite family of semicir
cular elements z* so that z* = pz^p and so that (modulo a multiplicative constant)
aj(a) = (qj + qH1)z^(qj +
for j in Jm.
Using the above observation we may express
= fia\---fnk-\ank-ifnk
as a sum
of products of null trace in the algebras generated by {qj} and {ZJ} (adjacent elements
are all ways in different algebras).
(Note that (qj + qj+i)(qj - r(qj)(r(qj + qj^1))~1(qj + qj+i) has always null trace).
Again the above observation shows that each of these monomials must contain at
least on term in zK Since consecutive /* involve different elements in the set {zJ} it
follows that ^i(ra) = 0.
This ends the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. With B,V as before we have that (q0 + qi)B(qo + qi) coincides with the
von Neumann subalgebra C C (q0 + qi)V(qo +qi) (with unit qo+qi) that is generated
by the monomials with an equal number of t\2 's and t2\ 's.
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Proof. We have to show that the subalgebra (go + qi)B(qo +qi) coincides with the
subalgebra C C (q0 + q\)(B XpZ)(q0 +
= (qo
u}"(qo + <7i) that is generated
by monomials in a and (ejj)JJ=1 containing an equal number of e\2 's and e2i 's.
Clearly C is invariant under the action of R (or T) on V given by the modular group
of \l> which acts by erf (u) = \ltu,crf\B = Ids so that C C (q0 -f q\)Vm(qo + q\) =
(qo+qi)B(q0 + qi).
Hence we have to only prove the reverse inclusion. But due to the specific form of
the generators in S, we obtain that B is generated by elements of the form
m =

f1qilfqi2...fnqinfn+1

where the conditions on ¿ 1 , i n are
a) ti+1 6 {ij,ij -

+ 1}, j = l,2,...,n, î0,î„ e { 0 , 1 }

6) card {j\ij = s} is even,
while / is one of the elements
a3(q0Xq0); aa(q0Xqi)]a(qiXq0)
where s is either ij or ¿¿+1 if ij ^ ¿¿+1. If
=
as(q0Xq0) or either 5 =
and
= a^iFgi).

or as(q1Yq1)i
then either s = ij and /J =

The assumptions we made are sufficient to show that in such a monomial we have
some symbols corresponding to a3(a) which are then necessary followed by symbols
corresponding to a3+i(a) (or to a3-i(a)). Moreover in m this sets of symbols are
always separated by one of the projections qp (p G {s,s ± 1}).
If we replace in m any such qp by q\u (or respectively by u*qi) and we replace the
symbols from a3(a) by the corresponding symbols in a we get the same m, but this
time expressed as an element in the subalgebra of C, generated by monomials with
equal occurrence number of ei2 's and e2i 's. This ends the proof of Lemma 2.

To conclude the proof, we note the following observation:

Remark.
Let B, V = B
Z and it, {qi}iez be as before . Then (qo + <?i
+ <Zi) coincides
with the algebra generated by (qo + qi)B(qo + qi) and e\2 = q\u = uq0.
Proof. With qo,qi as before we have to show that qo(u*)nbqo = qo(u*)nqnbqo is
contained in the algebra generated by (q0 + qi)B(qo + qi). Assume n > 1; we may
express qnbqo as
qnKqn-ibn-iqn-2~-qi hqo.
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Then
q0(u*)nbq0 = qo(u*)nqnbnqn-1...q1b1q0 =
=

q0u*an_i(òn)g0u*an-2{K-i)qo~-qou*hqo

which is an element in the algebra generated by (qo + qi)B(qo + qi) and uqo.

Proof of the theorem.
Clearly the subalgebra generated by eu and all the elements in

M2(C)*I°°([0,1],*/)
with equal occurrence number of eu 's and e2i 's coincides with the algebra itself.
Thus M2(C) * £°°([0,1], v) with the free product state <j> is identified with (qo +
qi)T>(q0 + qi) with the restriction of ifi (which is generated by uq0 = q\u , and a).
In particular the modular group of <f> is crf(eij) = \%ttij and erf is the identity on
£°°([o,iW
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